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CAMPUS SECTOR

General Campus – UCLA College

Humanities Division
International Institute
Life Sciences Division
Physical Sciences Division
Social Sciences Division

Carlos Grijalva
Joseph Watson
Joseph Watson
Carlos Grijalva
Joseph Watson

IAC/Ethnic Studies Centers

Carlos Grijalva

General Campus – Professional Schools

Arts and Architecture
Education and Information Studies
Engineering and Applied Science
Management
Public Affairs
Theatre, Film, and Television

Carlos Grijalva
Joseph Watson
Joseph Watson
Carlos Grijalva
Joseph Watson
Joseph Watson

Access Program & Basic Biomedical Sciences

Joseph Watson

Health Sciences – Academic Programs

Dentistry (Oral Biology)
Medicine

Carlos Grijalva
Carlos Grijalva

Health Sciences – Professional Schools

Nursing
Public Health

Joseph Watson
Joseph Watson

Non – Graduate Division Programs

Dentistry (Professional programs)
Law (Professional programs)
Medicine (Professional programs)

Carlos Grijalva
Joseph Watson
Carlos Grijalva

DEAN & ASSOCIATE DEAN RESPONSIBILITIES

AREA OF RESPONSIBILITY

Academic Program Review
Graduate Council Committee on Degree Programs
Graduate Council Committee on Fellowships and Assistantships
Graduate Student Housing
Outreach, Diversity, and Fellowships
Postdoctoral Scholars
Training Grants
Visiting Graduate Researcher Policy

Robin Garrell
Joseph Watson
Carlos Grijalva
Sam Bersola
Carlos Grijalva
Joseph Watson
Robin Garrell
Joseph Watson/Robin Garrell